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Experimental investigation of the beam
coherent stability in storage rings has
shown that there are the coherent effects
in which the decrements and increments do
not depend on the choice of the operating
betatron and synchrotron frequencies of
particle oscillations. This fact shows
that these effects are due to the beam
interaction with the low-Q-value systems
in which the fields excited by the beam
decrease during the time smaller than the
period of particle revolution. The charac
teristic feature of such effects is their
dependence not only on full charge of a
bunch but on its length (and independence
on the number of bunches). Earlier the
authors of this report investigated the
interaction of a bunched beam with the low
Q-value resonator and a matched transmis
sion linel ,2. These works consider the
stability of the main types of the beam
collective betatron oscillations in the
limit of short length of bunches. The
main results of these works are the conc
lusions of the stability of a short beam
interacting with a matched transmission
linesl and the possibility of arising an
instability due to the beam in~eraction

with the low-Q-value resonator • The depelr
dence of betatron frequencies on energy in
these /works was not taken into account
( d Wz dEs = 0 ). The importance of thie
dependence was pointed out by Pellegrini~.
But Pellegrini's increments tend to zero
when the machine chromatism vanishes:

8---- d e,n V ell>
(~ - betatron wavg~aJb~r,2nR- orbit peri
meter, eg- bunch length); it seems to us
that it is connected with not quite cor
rect (in electromagnetic relation) account
of the fields excited by a beam.

In this paper we give some results of
stability investigation of axial and axial
longitudinal collective excitations of
finite length bunch when derivative d w~dEs
is not zero.

Undisturbed motion of particles is
described by

Z= a[f"re) e L(l\!" + g~~ ~ c.c] ;.pz=w,,(Esl
8= Wst + lp; Ws=wa(E5); lP=lPoSLn l\Jc; tc=LUc

dWz =(dWz /dtDs)
~ dEs dEs

Here ,fz(8)- is Floke' s periodic function
satisfying the normalization condition

fz' (f~. - LVi. fz·) - C. C. == - 2 L •

e - generalized asimuth; lp - phase of
longitudinal motion; Es - equilibrium
meaning of energy.

When the frequency shifts are small
(ll\lJJl<<::(.l~ due to the collective interac
tion the beam normal excitation near some
stationary state (the distribution functkn
Fa of which does not depend on phases t(Jz'~)
is described by function ( C

f, LmZ'h+f11ellJc)-Lu>l]
F(o.lpot4Jz,lPe,t)=Fo(o,lPo)+fm(a,lpo)e + Cc.
rnz,mcare integer numbers which define
multipolarity of excitation,UJ - charac
teristic frequency which is to be found.
The spectrum of eigen values Ware found
with the help of Vlasov's equations for F
function and electromagnetic field excited
by beam. The solution for W may be easily
obtained in the case of 0 function distri
bution in amplitudes of phase oscillations

F0 ( a, lp0)~8 ( lp~ - ~; )
An ideal exampleof low-Q-value system

is matched line in which the time of disap
pe~ring fields is equal to a plate length
( ~ ) divided by velocity of light ( it is
supposed that the filling is absent) and

zrr
,

much less than the revolution period~ec<~.
For matching at the ends the eigen-functions
of a field free oscillations in such line
can be written
- ,.. £(-) i. K(Re-etl U
AK(Z"t,)=~CZ u:· e (2 Jf)% ; U=~Cz u~

where£=-VUa-electrostatic field which is
produced by the potential Uo between the
plate and chamber wallst,.Z -wave impedance,
C -velocity of light,2JVK-the length of a

field wave in line. Here we take into ac
count the interaction only with the main
wave (TEM) of a two-connected wave-guide
concerning the bunches with lengthes( eg )

more than the chamber transver~

dimensions ( e.L). e.g::> (.L
The results given below were obtained

for the case of arbitrary multipolarity
when forU(~~~the expansion in multi

poles is true '
_ .~ ~ zmz '6

m
'G (amz. m~U I )

U("G.L,8)=~ G m'Zl . moz.!· azml.aZm~ ZJ.=Z~s
m1-0m~R()

heremz~~are the numbers of mUltipolarity
in Z and in Z degrees of freedom.

In this approximation (Ooz,« t.L,Oz«e)
the expressio~ for decrements is(8=-jmW):~
short bunch (tg<~) in ultrarelativistic
caBe ¥2eg>e (Y=J;;2 m iB particle maBs){iJ

8=N8~C1li+ N2e€[ctJe- ~~~R ·ep3] 4~~-~
w~e:e, m~lzoc [." ! . a1mt.'u I \2.( e \", 2\mogl-2

Uo 2 ¥ ~Imi.\-i) I a zImII ~r21J \2:JfR/O >
~o=eo/rnce-claasical particle radius,
brackets< >mean averaging with Fa, and
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8=~(L)(au)2rJ2.(e~ dVz\+ 4e~ {2+
2'( 2ji'R az ~ mc2 dRI jf2 e (2)

+ en l~z(8=~)1 a~z (If (e=~)12 +I~ (8=O)f)\l-iJIfz (8=0)\ denR z t: I,p;m;~
~. For long bunches eg» mce ( in ultra
relativistic approximation) the decrements
for the case of azimuth-symmetric focusing
are obtained:

8=OaNe(it2.denV ·en~\ (3)
j(2 et denR (mc+~ r))

It is seen that instability may occur when
the value (denV7./denR ) is negative. Note,
that the decrement in (3) is inversely
proportional to the bunch length eg •

The functional dependence of threshold
current (Ilh) o~ instability on energy and
chromatiBJll (denVz/den'R ) may be easily
obtained from the expressions (1,2,3~ by
equilizing (- 8) to the full decrement of
damping ~V ( equal to the decrements owing
to Landau's damping and radiation frictionA
For example, for the cas~ w4en the bunch
is longer than a plate (tg>e )

5. F• .Amman

That is in a qualitative agreement with the
exptrimental results obtained on machines
ACO and ADONE'.

4. Development and beam Studies in ACO.
VII International Conference on High
Energy Accelerators.

factors cp, etJ2. ~ are

cPt=J~c(m~~~.~t"HJd 8/ fz(8lI
2Im.'-2

o

I 1-2 .\ 0II _p..-)12Imzl-2 Im'l.l-2/0 21ml l-
2

Imzl-2. t l \8-/R +2Imzl-2 ti8=O)~,

cIJ2 ( Ifz (8=~)1 ) Imzl>i
2+en \e~(8=o)l , Imzl=i

CP3=lfl. (8=~)le'mz' + Ifz (8==o)1
2Im

t.

I

e=~R and 8=Othe coordinates of the pl;te
ends, ~rriX)- Bessel's function of m order.

The formula (1) differs from £31 by tbe
presence of ter.ms proportional tocp,andQP2
and by the fact the it is obtained for the
excitations of arbitrary multipolarity of
betatron oscillations.

The first term in (1) which is propor
tional to a plate length is connected with
the energy radiation in a matched line due
to the bunch coherent transversal motion.
Note, that it is always positive and cor
responds to the early obtainedl decrement
of a "fast damping". The second term
which does not depend on a plate length
corresponds to so called "head tail" effect.
The sign of this term depends on the ex
citation type, sign and value dVz!dP.nR • Its
appearance is physically connected with ~
fact that at the ends of a plate where the
electric field of the'lnain wave" has the
longitudinal component the wave excitation
(TE~ by the longitudinal motion is
occured.

Note, that at mc=FO factor <P, is propor
tional to a small value

(~ d vz) 2 m
c< < i

2 dR
and that is why synchro-betatron excita
tions may become unstable. The stability
of exci tations meO may be provided by the
choice of the plate sufficient lengths.

Note, that the value of the "edge" teDDS
is proportional tonn~-degree of modulus of
Floke's function at the ends of line.
This fact may be determinant for the choice
of a location of plates in the machines
with large beating Floke's function ( the
machines with low f3 - function).

Let us neglect Floke's beati~(fz=~~)
then the stability condition ( 0.> 0 ) is

t mc=o ..§k (i- de.n Vz\= 8~~ 1- (d Wl.\ <f
2 m #:0 3f2E den R) 1f e Vz. ~ s
. c tg~:)s> 0

More general stability condition(for strong
focusing) may be obtained from (1).

In conclusion we give the expression of
decrement for more important type of
oscillations when m z=1:




